


SONG OF 

SONGS



WHY IS IT IN THE BIBLE?

“I advise and counsel everyone who is not yet 
rid of vexations of the flesh and blood, and has 
not ceased to feel the passions of this bodily 
nature, to refrain from reading the book and the 
things that will be said about it.”

[Origen, c.185-254]



WHY IS IT IN THE BIBLE?

• Why do you think some people debate the 
inclusion of this book in the Bible?

• Why do you think God wanted this book as 
part of His Word?



MAIN THEMES

• LOVE

• MARRIAGE

• SEX



CHIASTIC STRUCTURE
A = Prologue (1:2 – 2:7)

B = Invitation (2:8-17)
C = Night (3:1-5)

D = Wedding (3:6 – 5:1)
C1 = Night (5:2 – 7:10)

B1 = Invitation (7:11 – 8:4)
A1 = Epilogue (8:5-14)



LADROCK
Literary Genre
Author
Date
Recipients
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Content Survey
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LADROCK – Literary Genre

• Wisdom Book – ‘How to LOVE’

– Deals with the ‘wise choice’ of marital and sexual 
fidelity

• Lyrical Poetry

– A collection of poems

– A love song



POETRY

• A collection of love poems

– Not chronologically structured

– Explains why the storyline doesn’t flow

• Uses poetic imagery to celebrate the 
emotional and physical aspects of wedded 
union (eg. 1:2-3)



POETRY

‘wasf’ 

• an Arabic poetic style of describing the 
character of things with physical objects, 
where you are not meant to keep the visual 
meaning but rather reflect on the meaning of 
these images as they relate to the man and 
woman







POETRY

Read 4:1-7

• Doves = purity, innocence, perfection

• Tower = fortification, strength, confidence

Read 5:10-16

• Cedars of Lebanon = very strong and big

• Gold/alabaster/ivory = worth



LADROCK – Author

• King Solomon

– 1:1 “Solomon’s song of songs”

– He composed 1005 songs (see 1 Kings 4:32)

– Synonymous with ‘wisdom’



LADROCK – Date

• Approximately 950BC

– The early years of Solomon’s reign

– Reflecting on his first, true love



LADROCK – Recipients

• Love poems between a husband and wife

• The Israelites

– Referenced as one of Solomon’s best songs



LADROCK – Occasion

• Depends on your interpretation of the book…



INTERPRETATION

• The poems were written as a fictional drama 
(for entertainment purposes)



INTERPRETATION

• A series of songs intended to be sung at a 
week-long wedding feast

– The groom and bride are crowned ‘king and 
queen’



INTERPRETATION

• An allegory (a fictional story with a hidden 
message)

– Jews = God’s love for His people, Israel

– Christians = Christ’s love for His church



INTERPRETATION

• A love song composed using a collection of 
poems written from the true experiences of a 
husband and wife

• Written to celebrate love

• Not an allegory, but an illustration or analogy 
of God’s love



LADROCK – Content Survey

Act One: Serenaded by a shepherd (1:1 – 3:5)

Act Two: Married to a monarch (3:6 – 8:4)

Act Three: The wonder of wedded love (8:5 – 8:14)



LADROCK – Key Verse

Song of Songs 2:4

‘He brought me to the banqueting house, 

And his banner over me was love.’





STORY PLOT #1

A love triangle between:

- Shepherd boy

- A king

- A woman

* ‘friends’ provide commentary



STORY PLOT #2

A king in disguise:

- Shepherd boy is the King

- A woman

* ‘friends’ provide commentary



LOVE // MARRIAGE // SEX



MAIN THEMES - LOVE

• Mutual love (2:16)

• Attraction (1:15-16)

• Longing and desire (1:2-4)

• Exclusivity (2:2-3)

• The power of love (8:6-7)



MAIN THEMES - LOVE

‘We have seen throughout the song, how the 
love went through stages of courtship, marriage, 
difficulties and reconciliation. This is love – ever 
growing and maturing through the different 
facets of life.’



MAIN THEMES - MARRIAGE

• Chiastic structure

– marriage is the focal point

• Marriage covenant creates boundaries for free 
and healthy expression of love and sex

• Encountering relational difficulties and 
reconciliation (5:2-8)



MAIN THEMES - SEX

• ‘The garden’ (4:12-5:1)

– an image that takes us back to Eden 

– God’s created order

– 4:12 speaks of virginity

• Unashamed expression of sexual desire 
between husband and wife



MAIN THEMES - SEX

‘The theme of sexual enjoyment and 
consummation runs through the whole book, 
and the theme of commitment is central to that 
whole relationship.’ 

[G. Lloyd Carr]



WHY IS IT IN THE BIBLE?

• What relevance does this book have for 
Christians today?




